CASE STORY- ANIMA MUSHAHARY

Kokrajhar – As one enters the district of Kokrajhar, the entrance gate proudly depicts — Welcome to the Land of Butterfly and Golden Langur. But sadly, not many know about such rich natural resources and bio – diversity of the state. Unfortunately, whenever one talks about Kokrajhar, it is the images of violence and a long standing history of ethnic riot that comes to the fore. Not only thus violence adds to the un-static economy, the health of the mass too deteriorates along with other development related issues.

Despite all odds as a support to the current Government, some non-government organisations have extended their hand to walk hand in hand and stabilise the situation of the state. One such organisation is **Voluntary Health Association of India** who with the support of **National Vector borne Disease Control Program and Caritas India** are carrying forward a project titled **Global Fund to Fight Tuberculosis and Malaria Control Project** are working in the remotest states of North East India with the motive to eradicate Malaria from India.

1. In the district of Chirang, in a village named Mandarguri few beneficiaries were found to be infected with the Malarial Parasite.
   Name of the Beneficiary : Anima Mushahary
   Age: 30 yrs
   HH: Pradip Mushahary
   Date of RDT: 24/19/16
   Result: Mixed Infection
   Treatment: ACT-AT (Adult), PQ 2.5-14 days (6x14=84 tabs)

   In regards to the concern person the beneficiary had come to known about the malarial parasite post the BCC activities conducted in the village bearing UIN 1083. The beneficiary approached the CHV living in the village Ms. Rila Mushahary who under the guidance and support of the FS, Mr. Konin Basumatary had attended to the beneficiary and it was due to the consistent effort of the field team that the beneficiaries had agreed to take full medication and are considered to be in a better state today post the full treatment taken.

   Such efforts of the field team needs to be appreciated and also the same should be shared across so that more and more take up steps towards positivity and changes take place and we would soon be able to recover the objective of eradicating malaria completely someday soon.